
Human Rights Research Paper 
Welcome to your last essay yay this is the human rights violation research project so this will be a little bit 

more involved than your other human rights day essay because with your other essays your dbq's you were 

given the sources and this one you have to actually go and find your own sources for so we're looking at in 

addition to your regular essay you are looking at a week video as well and a notes packet which will 

considerably reduce your grade if you don't turn in the notes packet is worth 20 points of your overall 

grade you look on the rubric so we're gonna skip over the WeVideo part as we'll do that explanation later 

and we're going to go down to topic choice which will be the focus of this video is how to choose your topic 

you can see here that you have five possible topics to choose from and you have a chart that we're gonna 

fill out now for each one of these you're going to fill out what you already know about the Khmer Rouge 

about salamis work camps and so forth or what you can predict from a set of pictures and then from here 

people involved years and country this is information that I will give you and then would you be likely to 

pick it yes or no and by the end hopefully you will have an idea of which topic you are interested in most 

over my powerpoint should choice topics starting off with the Khmer Rouge let's down the school ogz the 

slave trade in Africa you've been trafficking and finally Japanese internment now you can do another choice 

project but you must have a prior approval from me is your email or in class and the reason why most 

people don't choose this is because you must have your own literature selection and while researching is a 

bit easier finding literature selection that fills in for this project is a little more difficult so think carefully if 

you're really really excited about something then I'm a-okay all right so first look at the Khmer Rouge and in 

that first box of your sheet go ahead and think about what you already know or predict what you think it's 

about based on the pictures you can go ahead and ask the one or two during these sessions to take time to 

predict before I tell you what exactly it is so the Khmer Rouge you have people involved were Pol Pot and 

the Viet common general Pol Pot was the leader of the movement the Vietcong if you know anything about 

Vietnam maybe you might have a relative from a grandfather or uncle or something that was in the 

Vietnam War then you might have heard of the Vietcong they were the Communists that the Americans 

were fighting against and once I finished up the Vietnam and they came down to Cambodia where this was 

so it's after the Vietnam War in 1975 to 79 and they helped out with this sort of revolution now what made 

it a human rights violation is because there were many many people who were killed basically ethnic 

cleansing here in the Khmer Rouge under the Khmer Rouge you should be interested in the 70s Eastern 

southeastern Asia and communist warfare so forth this is you now the next topic is the Stalinist you logs 

button write down what you know will predict based on pictures so if you know who's Stalinist then you 

know that the psalmist gulags we're talking about Russia Joseph Stalin was the leader of Russia from 25 to 

53 so early to mid 20th century and this is a very cold place obviously doing tough in the pictures and so a 

lot of the human rights violations were because of the work camps and the conditions in which the workers 

were forced to live basically live and work until they died in the cold slate trade in Africa what do you know 

I'll predict based on the pictures this is a topic that a lot of people do know about you have the Europeans 

you have the Americans and you have the African traders now this is the slave trade itself so if you pick this 

topic do not focus on the slaves in America up until the Civil War you're really looking at the slave trade 

itself so the passage from Africa to the United States often called the Middle Passage now the first 

recorded slave ever to be taken out of Africa during this period you're looking at 15 I to 1865 is the very 

end of the when slavery was outlawed in the United States but you're really looking at the height of about 

the 1700s when the tree was actually going on the trade the importation of slaves stopped much much 

previous to 1865 but I went ahead an extent about just to have the years total years and as you can see 

from the map most of the slaves came from western Africa and they traveled mostly to South America and 

Central America very few to actual North America and a few up north to Europe as well Middle East most of 

the African slaves that came to America came from the islands here or from South America but some of 

them came directly as well okay human trafficking what do you know or predict based on the pictures 

human trafficking we're talking about the modern slave trade so modern slave trade is another term the 

choking up there are no major figures this is currently taking place and it is worldwide although it is highest 

in March Araneae which is in western Africa and Haiti which is in Central America and Pakistan India in Asia. 
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